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It is commonly observed that a speaker vocally imitates a sound that she or
he intends to communicate to an interlocutor. We report on an experiment that
examined the assumption that vocal imitations can effectively communicate a
referent sound and that they do so by conveying the features necessary for the
identification of the referent sound event. Participants were required to sort a set
of vocal imitations of everyday sounds. The resulting clusters corresponded in
most of the cases to the categories of the referent sound events, indicating that the
imitations enabled the listeners to recover what was imitated. Furthermore, a binary
decision tree analysis showed that a few characteristic acoustic features predicted
the clusters. These features also predicted the classification of the referent sounds
but did not generalize to the categorization of other sounds. This showed that, for
the speaker, vocally imitating a sound consists of conveying the acoustic features
important for recognition, within the constraints of human vocal production. As
such vocal imitations prove to be a phenomenon potentially useful to study sound
identification.
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STUDYING VOCAL IMITATIONS TO UNDERSTAND
SOUND EVENT IDENTIFICATION
Sounds inform listeners about their environment, especially of the part of the
environment not currently in their visual field. Think, for instance, how annoying
it would be to wait right next to a kettle to visually check when the water is
boiling. But what exactly do environmental sounds tell us? And what acoustic information do we use to identify these sounds? These are two important
questions that research in environmental sound perception tries to elucidate.
A variety of methods have been developed over the years to question listeners,
directly or indirectly, about the acoustic information they use to identify a sound:
rating scales, discrimination and categorization tasks, analyses of verbalizations,
and so on. One aspect of human communication, however, has received little
attention: human speakers very often vocally imitate a sound when they want
to communicate it to an interlocutor, although it is likely that not every sound
is vocalizable. But if one assumes that at least some sounds can be vocally
communicated, the successful vocal imitation of a referent sound has to convey
the acoustic information that is necessary for its identification. In most cases,
however, the human voice cannot exactly reproduce every feature of a sound.
Therefore, one may assume that a speaker will only select the features that
he or she deems necessary and sufficient for identification and that he or she
can reasonably vocalize well. If these assumptions are correct, successful vocal
imitations of environmental sounds (i.e., imitations allowing successful identification) can be considered a magnifying glass isolating and emphasizing the
acoustic information used by listeners to identify sounds. This article examines
the potential of using this magnifying glass to cast a light upon the acoustic
features that allow sound identification.

Identifying Environmental Sounds
Empirical studies have consistently shown that listeners can identify what has
caused a sound. Whereas some types of information about the sound source
are conveyed by the sound only, others cannot be interpreted without additional
knowledge provided by the context.
A sound is an audible acoustic wave caused by a mechanical sound event:
the air blowing out of a kettle, a pencil falling from a desktop, the membrane of
a loudspeaker vibrating. Now, consider the following descriptions of the same
sound provided by different listeners (Lemaitre, Houix, Misdariis, & Susini,
2010): “a series of short high-pitched sounds,” “a few small objects dropped
onto a glass or ceramic surface and bouncing,” “a couple of ice cubes dropped
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into glass.” They all are correct and illustrate that listeners are capable of
analyzing the properties of the acoustic wave (e.g., pitch, timbre, temporal
sequencing), recovering the basic mechanical interactions (e.g., smalls objects
dropped onto something hard), and interpreting the source of the sound. But this
latter interpretation requires other available sources of knowledge (Gaver, 1993a,
1993b; Handel, 1995). For instance, if the listener is aware that the situation takes
place in a kitchen, he or she will likely interpret the small objects as ice cubes
poured into a glass. But listeners not aware of the context may have a different
interpretation: “coins dropped on a ceramic dish,” “aspirin tablets dropped into a
cup,” and so on (these were descriptions from the same study). Some properties
are unambiguously specified by the sound only (e.g., dropping, small objects,
a resonant surface), but some others are interpreted based on the context: were
the small objects ice cubes, aspirin tablets, coins? Were they dropped onto a
flat surface or into some sort of container? Was it made of glass, metal, or
ceramic?
These questions are found throughout the literature on environmental sound
perception. Vanderveer (1979) was the first to show that listeners spontaneously
describe the cause of the sounds they hear. Many authors have shown the
listener’s ability to auditorily recover the properties of isolated simple sound
events: size and shape (Carello, Anderson, & Kunkler-Peck, 1998; Grassi, 2005;
Houben, Kohlrausch, & Hermes, 2004; Kunkler-Peck & Turvey, 2000; Lakatos,
McAdams, & Caussé, 1997), material (Giordano & McAdams, 2006; Klatzky,
Pai, & Krotkov, 2000; McAdams, Chaigne, & Roussarie, 2004; McAdams,
Roussarie, Chaigne, & Giordano, 2010), and action (Cabe & Pittenger, 2000;
Warren & Verbrugge, 1984).
In many cases, however, it has been very difficult to pinpoint the acoustic
features that specify these properties to the listeners. A typical example is that
of the perception of the material of impacted objects. There exists in theory an
acoustic property that specifies unequivocally the material of such an object: the
ratio of each partial’s decay time over its frequency (Wildes & Richards, 1988).
In the sense of the ecological approach to perception, it is an invariant (Carello,
Wagman, & Turvey, 2005). However, empirical studies have shown that listeners
do not use this property to judge the material and that they have only a coarse
ability to distinguish the material of the sounding objects when other properties
are varied (see Giordano, McAdams, & Rocchesso, 2010; Klatzky et al., 2000;
Lemaitre & Heller, 2011; Lutfi & Oh, 1997).
As it turns out, interpreting meaningful sounds (sounds that listeners can
identify the cause of) shares a lot with the processing of language (Ballas, 1993;
Ballas & Mullins, 1991; Cummings et al., 2006; Howard & Ballas, 1980). Ballas
and Howard (1987) showed, for instance, the importance of the phenomenon of
homonym-like sounds: sounds that can be discriminated (participants can tell
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that the sounds are different) but identified as the same event (the cause appears
to be identical). The sounds of a fuse burning and food frying are examples of
two homonymous sounds.
Many pieces of information that a listener can interpret from listening to a
sound, therefore, are inferred from more than just the sound. Before trying to
highlight the acoustic features used by listeners to identify a sound source, it
is first important to consider which perceived properties of the sound events
can possibly be conveyed by acoustic features only. Our previous work has
shown that the perceived sound events are organized in listeners following a
taxonomy that is very close to that proposed by Gaver (1993b) with a first
separation between actions made by solid objects, liquids and gas, and a special
emphasis on the temporal aspects of the elementary actions (e.g., discrete vs.
continuous actions, etc.; Houix, Lemaitre, Misdariis, Susini, and Urdapilleta, in
press). Furthermore, we have also shown that listening to environmental sounds
activates in listeners lexical representations of the elementary mechanical actions
that have caused the sounds (e.g., tapping, scraping, rolling, blowing, dripping,
etc.) more strongly and rapidly than the many other possible descriptions of
the sources of the sound, even without the help of the context (Lemaitre &
Heller, 2010). Therefore, the present study used a set of sounds that were easily
identifiable at the level of the elementary actions organized in this taxonomy
(Lemaitre et al., 2010).
Vocal Imitations as a Method to Assess Sound Perception
Different methods are commonly used to assess which acoustic features listeners
use to identify the sounds. A widespread psychoacoustic technique consists in
synthesizing sounds and varying the parameters expected to subserve identification. But such a method is not available when the experimenter wants to
use recordings of natural events. In such cases, another method consists of
first using dissimilarity ratings and multidimensional scaling analysis to identify
the relevant features and second typicality judgments to map the features to
the different categories (Lemaitre, Susini, Winsberg, Letinturier, & McAdams,
2007, 2009). Such a technique is, however, only appropriate for sounds caused by
similar sources (Susini, McAdams, & Winsberg, 1999). For heterogeneous sets
of sounds, free categorization and linguistic analyses of the listeners’ descriptions
of their categories are generally used (Houix et al., in press). Among the
various linguistic devices used to describe a sound, we have observed that vocal
imitations are spontaneously used when participants have to communicate a
sound that they have just heard (Lemaitre, Dessein, Aura, & Susini, 2009), as
other authors have also noticed (Wright, 1971). Specifically, when no proper
vocabulary is available, vocal imitations may facilitate the communication of an
acoustic experience. This is exactly what people do when they call the Car Talk
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radio show and try to vocalize the sound that their car is making to presumably
indicate a problem to the hosts.1
Vocal Imitations, Onomatopoeias, and Sound Symbolism
In fact, there are two different types of imitations: imitations standardized in
a language (onomatopoeias) and nonconventional and creative vocalizations.
Imitations of the former type are close to words: the meaning is associated to
the word through a symbolic relationship (Hashimoto et al., 2006). Our study is
more interested in the latter kind for which the meaning is conveyed by some
similarity between the imitation and what it imitates. Let us first examine the
difference between these two types of imitations.
Onomatopoeias have probably been the most commonly studied type of
vocal imitations. Pharies (1979, as cited in Sobkowiak, 1990, p. 16) provided
a very interesting definition: “An onomatopoeia is a word that is considered by
convention to be acoustically similar to the sound, or the sound produced by
the thing to which it refers.”
The sound symbolism of onomatopoeias has been studied for several languages (Oswalt, 1994; Patel & Iversen, 2003; Rhodes, 1994; Sobkowiak, 1990;
Żuchowski, 1998). In particular, Japanese onomatopoeias have been much studied. For instance, Iwasaki, Vinson, and Vigliocco (2007) have experimentally
shown that English listeners (with no proficiency in the Japanese language)
would correctly rate the meaning of giongo: common onomatopoeias mimicking
sounds. Systematic relationships between the aesthetic impressions, phonetical content, and acoustic properties have been highlighted for Japanese onomatopoeias (Takada, Fujisawa, Obata, & Iwamiya, 2010; Takada, Tanaka, &
Iwamiya, 2006).
In comparison to onomatopoeias, nonconventional vocal imitations have been
rarely studied. Such imitations can be simply defined by dropping the first part
of Pharies’s (1979) definition of onomatopoeias: a nonconventional imitation
is a creative utterance intended to be acoustically similar to the sound or the
sound produced by the thing to which it refers. Therefore, a nonconventional
imitation is only constrained by the vocal ability of the speakers and does not
use symbolic conventions. Lass et al. (1983) showed that human-imitated animal
sounds were well recognized by listeners, even better than the actual animal
1 http://www.cartalk.com/.

For instance, in a recent show:
“- So, when you start it up, what kind of noises does it make?
- It just rattles around for about a minute. Just like it’s bouncing off something. He thinks that
it could be bouncing off the fan, but it’s not there. [: : : ]
- Just like budublu-budublu-budublu?
- Yeah! It’s definitively bouncing off something, and then it stops.”
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sounds (Lass, Eastham, Parrish, Sherbick, & Ralph, 1982), yet the listeners did
not have any problem discriminating between the two categories (Lass et al.,
1984). This effect is probably close to that of the Foley sound effects used in
movies and video games (Heller & Wolf, 2002; Newman, 2004). The meaning
of “tame” sound symbolisms (i.e., onomatopoeias) may be specific to a culture,
whereas “wild” sound symbolisms (nonconventional) are imitative rather than
symbolic, to borrow the words of Rhodes (1994). Therefore, our study focused
on participants using only wild imitations.
Vocal imitations have been also used to develop technical applications (Gillet
& Richard, 2005; Ishihara, Nakatani, Ogata, & Okuno, 2004; Ishihara, Tsubota,
& Okuno, 2003; Nakano & Goto, 2009; Nakano, Ogata, Goto, & Hiraga, 2004;
Sundaram & Narayanan, 2006, 2008; Takada et al., 2001). For instance, using
vocal imitation as a control of sound synthesis is a promising approach (Ekman
& Rinott, 2010). Cartoonification is another specific kind of sound synthesis that
consists of exaggerating some acoustic features (perceptually important) while
discarding some (Rocchesso, Bresin, & Fernström, 2003).
But is any kind of sound vocalizable? Besides speech, humans can produce
a wide variety of vocal sounds, from babbles to opera singing, from sighs to
yells, from laughter to gurgles. Beatboxers2 have developed vocal techniques
that allow them to imitate the sounds of drums, turntables, and other sound
effects commonly found in popular music with a proficiency that compares only
to the lyrebird (Proctor, Nayak, & Narayanan, 2010). Despite these somewhat
extraordinary performances, several limitations are to be considered. First, there
are physiological limitations. The voice apparatus can be essentially approximated by a source-filter model, with the lungs and the vocal folds as the
source (i.e., the glottal signal), and the articulators (vocal tract, tongue, palate,
cheek, lips, teeth) as the filter. The main limitation to what the voice can do
probably comes from the glottal signal. The glottal signal is produced by a
single vibrational system (the vocal folds), which implies that vocal signals
are most often periodic (even though chaotic, a-periodic or double-periodic
oscillations can also happen) and essentially monophonic (even though some
singing techniques can produce the illusion of multiple pitches). Furthermore, its
pitch range is limited. The range of the human voice extends overall from about
80 Hz to 1100 Hz, and a single individual’s vocal range usually covers less than
two octaves. Another kind of limitation comes from speakers’ native language.
Speakers have a better ability to produce the speech sounds of their native
language and usually encounter utter difficulties when attempting to produce
the sounds of a foreign language (Strange & Shafer, 2008; Troubetzkoy, 1949).
For instance, the French speakers used in this study, even if instructed not to

2 For

a compelling example, see http://www.neurosonicsaudiomedical.com/
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use words, were of course more prone to produce French trills /r/ and //3
than the Spanish trill or the English /ɹ/ and very unlikely to use the English
dental fricatives / θ/ and /ð/. A last limitation comes from the fact that some
speakers may be better able to invent successful imitations of a sound than
some other ones.
Outline of the Study
The goal of the research reported here was to answer two questions: Can the
vocal imitations of sounds made by novice imitators allow a listener to recover
the imitated sound? For the sounds that are successfully vocalizable, could we
study vocal imitations to better understand what acoustical features are necessary
to identify the sounds sources? As a starting point, we used the sounds of
categories of simple mechanical events previously mentioned that our previous
work showed to be well identified on the basis of their acoustic features and
require little semantic interpretation.
The experiment reported in this article required a set of participants to vocally
imitate these sounds and then another set of participants to categorize these
imitations in terms of what they thought was imitated. We used novice speakers
and naive listeners (i.e., participants with no expertise in sound analysis or
vocal production) because we were interested in how effectively these vocal
imitations could communicate another sound and not in their realism (the imitations of expert practitioners have sometimes been rated as more realistic than
the actual sounds of the events; Heller & Wolf, 2002). The comparison of the
two categorizations (referent sounds vs. corresponding imitations) showed that
the listeners were able to recover the categories of sound events to which most
vocal imitations corresponded. This showed that vocal imitations enabled the
identification of many sound events. We then sought to identify the information
in the successful vocal imitations that conveyed the referent sound events. The
data were submitted to a simple machine learning technique (binary decision
tree). Finally, we tested if the classifier, trained on the vocal imitations, could
predict the classification of the referent sounds and other sounds from the same
categories as well.
AN EXPERIMENTAL CATEGORIZATION OF
VOCAL IMITATIONS
This experiment focused on how listeners categorized a set of vocal imitations
of kitchen sounds. More precisely, we studied here only nonlinguistic (wild)
3 We

did not distinguish between // and /ʁ/
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imitations. Using a categorization task was motivated by the assumption that, if
listeners are able to recover the sounds that are imitated (the referent sound),
they should categorize the imitations in a way similar to what they would do
with the referent sounds. If kitchen sounds are categorized according to the
corresponding sound events (water flowing, food being cut, etc.), so should
their imitations. Furthermore, because categorizing a set of sounds can be done
at different levels of specificity, using a categorization task allowed us to explore
what kind of information was conveyed by the imitations: for instance, a listener
might not be able to identify the cause of the sound at the most specific level
but still be capable of recovering a more general category that the sound event
belongs to.
Initial Data: The Categorization of Kitchen Sounds
The stimuli used in the experiment were based on vocal imitations of a set of
everyday kitchen sounds. The selection of these sounds was made on the basis
of the results of a categorization experiments reported in Houix et al. (in press).
Here, we first reproduce the main outlines of this study and describe the results
that were relevant to our study.
Procedure. The initial sounds were 60 recordings of activities usually
occurring in a kitchen, chosen from different commercial sound libraries. The
participants had to listen to the sounds, group them together, and describe their
grouping, following the procedure described in the following paragraph. We used
the data collected for 15 non-expert participants because the results of Lemaitre
et al. (2010) showed that only non-expert participants used a classification
strategy consistently based on the identification of the sound events (which is the
focus of this study), as opposed to a classification based on acoustic similarities
irrespective of the cause of the sounds.
Analysis and sound selection. An analysis of the categories and their
descriptions can be found in Houix et al. (in press). The upper panel of Figure 1
represents the results of the categorization.
On this figure, we have represented the nine clusters that were highlighted by
the linguistic analysis of the participants’ verbalizations reported in Houix et al.
(in press). These clusters corresponded to sounds made by cutting, preparing
food, impact on pots and pans, crumpling/crushing, closing, machines, water,
cooking, and gases. Therefore, they each corresponded to a specific kind of
mechanical event: single impact, repeated impacts, drips, gusts, and so on. In
the experiment reported here, we considered the four categories of sounds of
liquids (water), gases, electrical appliances (machines), and solids (cutting). The
upper panel of Figure 1 shows that these sounds were consistently clustered.
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FIGURE 1 Hierarchical tree representation of the categorization of the initial kitchen
sounds. The stars correspond to sounds, the imitations of which were finally selected for
the subsequent experiments. The upper panel is adapted from Houix et al. (in press). The
lower panel corresponds to the same cluster analysis used with the imitations (see the text for
details), applied only to the 12 referent sounds. This panel shows the two levels of specificity
for the description of each sound: the type of sound production and the specific source.

We chose 3 sounds in each of these categories (see Table 1). These sounds
were in general well identifiable,4 although for the electrical sounds we had to
choose sounds that were slightly less identifiable because of the unavailability of
4 The participants’ confidence in identifying the cause of the sound was measured (see Table 1);
the mean value was 6.07 on a scale ranging from 0 (“I do not know at all what has caused the
sound”) to 8 (“I perfectly identify the cause of the sound”).
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TABLE 1
List of the Referent Sounds to Be Imitated

#

S1 (40)

S2 (56)
S3 (84)

E1 (6)
E2 (19)
E3 (20)
L1 (7)

L2 (97)

L3 (98)

G1 (12)

G2 (29)

G3 (72)

Description

Maximum
Level (dB)

Solid objects (cutting)
Seven repetitions of a dented knife
61
cutting through the crust of a loaf
of bread.
Eight twisting sounds of a lid being
65
screwed back on a container.
Eight impacts of a knife cutting
67
through a vegetable to a cutting
board placed underneath.
Electrical sounds (machines)
Dishwasher on. Low steady hum.
66
Food processor. Low steady hum.
72
Mixer on. Low steady hum.
72
Liquids (water)
Coffeemaker with filter on. Two
62
gusts of coffee passing through
the filter creating two bursts of
noise.
Three drips falling in a container.
64
The sound consists of three rapid
frequency sweeps.
Water running in a sink. Long
67
steady broadband noise.
Gases
Striking and igniting a match. The
62
sound begins with the scratch of
the match, followed by the match
ignition.
Gas open on a stove. Constant
42
broadband noise with a strong
resonance in the lower
frequencies.
Spray from an aerosol. Broadband
68
noise with a modulation similar
to a time-varying comb filter.

Duration
(s)

Confidence

1.2

6.68

2.9

5.31

6.2

7.05

3.0
3.5
2.8

4.84
3.89
6.21

6.9

6.63

3.6

7.42

5.0

7.00

1.1

6.21

3.6

6.26

3.7

5.31

Note. The confidence values were measured in Lemaitre et al. (2010). The confidence scale
varied from 0 (“I do not know at all what has caused the sound”) to 8 (“I perfectly identify the
cause of the sound”). The index in parentheses makes reference to this latter article.
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more identifiable sounds in this category. The lower panel of Figure 1 represents
the hierarchical tree obtained for the 12 sounds used as referent sounds only,
using the same type of cluster analysis we used to analyze the classification of
the imitations (see later). This figure shows that these 12 sounds formed four
clearly distinguishable categories. These sounds could therefore be described at
two levels of specificity: the type of sound production (solid, electric, liquid,
gas) and the specific source (cutting food, gas stove, etc.).
Imitating the Kitchen Sounds
Method. To provide the material for the subsequent experiment, 20 participants were hired (10 men and 10 women from 18 to 50 years old). The
participants were seated in a sound attenuated booth and required to listen to
the sounds. For each sound, they had to record three instances of an imitation
of the sound. They were required to imitate the sounds “in such a way that
another person could recognize it.” They were instructed not to use any words
or onomatopoeias. They were alone in the booth, using a specifically designed
Max/MSP interface. They could listen to their imitations and discard those they
did not like. The sounds were recorded using a Schoeps MK5 microphone and
an RME Fireface 400 sound board. The sounds were recorded at 44.1 kHz/16
bits resolution.
A total of 720 (4 categories ! 3 sounds ! 20 participants ! 3 trials) imitations
were recorded. These recordings were edited and screened to remove those that
were of poor quality and those that included words or onomatopoeias. Only
the best of the three trials was selected for each participant and each sound (as
participants were recording themselves, many recordings were not of sufficient
quality due to being too close to or too far from the microphone or stopping the
recording in the middle of the imitation, etc.). Eventually, only the imitations
of 6 participants (3 men and 3 women) were selected, making a total of 72
imitations.5
The referent sounds and their imitations. The referent sounds are described in Table 1, and their spectrograms are represented in Figure 2. Within
the broader categories of types of interaction, the sounds shared some apparent
similarities. The three sounds of electrical appliances were produced by the
rotation of a motor and the occasional impact of bits of food hitting an object
such as a bowl. These sounds therefore consisted of a low steady fundamental
frequency and occasional transients. The three sounds of gas had their noisy
spectrum in common. The three sounds of solids all consisted of the repetition
of a very brief impact-like element. The similarities between the three sounds
5 The

72 imitations are available at http://pds.ircam.fr/imitations.html
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FIGURE 2

Spectrograms of the 12 referent sounds.

of liquid were less evident: for instance, the steady broadband noise resulting
from water gushing from a tap was acoustically very different from the three
isolated chirps caused by water dripping in a container.
Table 2 reports a phonetic transcription of these imitations. These transcriptions are approximate (and sometimes impossible) because in many cases the
imitators used sounds other than the phonemes of French speech.
These transcriptions, however, showed some interesting properties. First, the
imitations were mostly made of voiceless consonants (/ʃ/, /f/, /k/, /p/, /s/, /t/) and
the uvular and front trills (// and /r/) common in French. Second, the imitations
of some sounds shared apparent phonetic similarities. For instance, most of the
imitations of the sound E2 consisted of the uvular trill //, repeated or prolonged
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TABLE 2
Phonetic Transcription of the 72 Imitations of the 12 Referent Sounds Vocalized
by 6 Imitators (Three Men—Lower Panel—and Three Women—Upper Panel)
Referent
Sound
E1
E2
E3
G1
G2
G3
L1
L2
L3
S1
S2
S2
Referent
Sound
E1
E2
E3
G1
G2
G3
L1
L2
L3
S1
S2
S3

W1
[brə"]
[tu"]
[d%ə"]
[tu"f]
[fə"]
[piəwisə]
[trəəufufuf]
[pələw#-pləw#-pləw]
[pwu-p%u-%i"]
[frətətətətətə]
[tum-tum-tum-tum]
[ntɔk-ntɔk-ntuk-ntuk]

M1
[wə"wə"]
[əwu-əwu-əwu-əwu]
[u"]
[tʃu"u]
[s"]
[tʃufə"it]
not transcriptable
[puk-pluk-plup]
[əʃʃy"ʃyʃy"]
[əəəəəəə]
[əəəəəə]
[kwupkwupwupwup]

W2

W3

[kvu]
[p"œ̃"]
[aœ̃"]
[pfy"fə]
[ə]
[pfə"]
[fuəəə"]
[ptui-tui-tui]
[ʃi"u"fu"]
[fkəkəkəkəkə]
[ik-kəkəkəkəkəkə]
[kɥət-kɥət-kɥət-kɥət]

[tutudu#tudu"]
[pwəwəwəwəwəwəwəwə]
[təœ"mə"]
[tru# tu]
[fu"]
[tədu-ʃyʃyʃyʃyʃy]
[puffufufufə"puf]
[plwik-pluk-pluk]
[təəə-əəə-fu"]
[fut-futfut-futfut]
[ptʃyk# tudu-kʃyktʃyktʃyktʃyk]
[futə# tututututut]

M2

M3

[dvu"vu"vu"vu"vu"v]
[brə"]
[və"]
[pfʃi" ]
[ʃə"]
[tʃi"]
[ku"u"uə"]
[ʃvi"-puk-puk]
[ʃy"]
[fuu-u-u]
[fəfəfəfəfə]
[pu-pu-pu-pu-pu-pu]

[vu"]
[trrrrrrrə"]
[εQ"]
[tut#fu"]
[fy"]
[psijy"]
[kɔ"k#kɔ"kkɔ"k]
[klwik-pa-pa]
[tʃitə-ʃwaua"u"i"]
[tœ# tœ# tœ-tœ# tœ# tœ# tœ]
[tr-tr-tr-tr]
[fut-fut-fut-fut-fut]

Note. The phonetic symbols refer to French phonemes (International Phonetic Alphabet); no distinction is
made here between // and /ʁ/. These transcriptions are approximate (and sometimes impossible) because in many
cases the imitators used sounds that were outside the range of sounds used in French.

by an elongated vowel. It is also important to note that these sounds imitated
the sound of a food processor and that the imitators were rather successful
at capturing the pitch of this sound (an aspect not apparent in the phonetic
transcription). Another interesting example is the sound L2. It consisted of three
drips, and the six imitations were all made of three repetitions of a similar
element (often beginning with the voiceless bilabial stop /p/). More generally,
it appeared that the imitations of a same specific sound or a same category of
sound production sounded somewhat similar and that the temporal aspect of
the imitations (pitch contour, repetitions, etc.) was an important component of
the similarities between the imitations of a similar (or identical) sound. These
temporal aspects seemed to capture the main similarities between the sounds
of category described in the previous paragraph. The experiment reported in
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the next paragraph investigated whether a set of listeners was able to use these
similarities to recover the referent sounds.
Free Classification of Imitations: Method
Participants. Twenty participants (10 women and 10 men) volunteered for
the experiment and were compensated for their participation. Ages ranged from
18 to 50 years old. All reported having normal hearing and were native French
speakers. They had no previous experience in vocalization.
Stimuli. The 72 vocal imitations described in the previous paragraph were
used as stimuli.
Apparatus. The sounds were played on a Macintosh Mac Pro (Mac OS X
v10.4 Tiger) workstation with a MOTU firewire 828 sound card. The stimuli
were amplified diotically over a pair of YAMAHA MSP5 loudspeakers. Participants were seated in a double-walled IAC sound-isolation booth. The study was
run using Matlab.
Procedure. The participants were all given written instructions (in French)
explaining the sorting task. They saw a white screen on which red dots labeled
from 1 to 72 were drawn, each dot corresponding to a sound. The labeling was
different for each participant. They could hear the sound by double-clicking on a
dot. Participants were asked to move the dots to group the sounds together. They
were allowed to form as many groups as they wished and to put as many sounds
in each group as they desired. Participants were required to group together the
vocal imitations “on the basis of what is imitated.” Specifically, they were warned
not to categorize the speakers. After they had made the categories, they had to
describe the categories to the experimenter.
Free Classification of Imitations: Analysis
Descriptions of the categories. Although the descriptions provided by
the participants were collected using an informal method and could therefore
not be systematically analyzed, they nevertheless provided us with some useful
indications regarding the strategies used by the participants. Using the typology
established by Lemaitre et al. (2010), these descriptions suggested that the
participants used different kinds of similarities to group sounds together. Most
of the verbalizations described causal and semantic similarities (i.e., the causal
event, the interpreted source, and the meaning associated with it). But other kinds
of similarity were also used: acoustic properties of the sounds; feelings (called
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TABLE 3
Some Examples of Descriptions of Imitations Provided by the Participants,
Sorted Into Different Kinds of Similarity
Type of
Similarity
Causal
Semantic
Acoustic

Hedonic

Vocal production

Referent Sound
S1 (cutting bread)
L2 (drips in a container)
E3 (mixer)
L2 (drips in a container)
S2 (cutting vegetables)
E1 (dishwasher)
S1 (cutting bread)
G1 (striking a match)
E3 (mixer)
L3 (water running in a sink)
S3 (cutting food)
L2 (drips in a container)

Examples of Description
“Cutting food”
“Water dripping”
“All kinds of drilling machines,
food processors”
“Loud and rhythmic sounds”
“Short and repeated sounds”
“Loud and continuous sound”
“Very aggressive, catches attention”
“Suffering”
“Mentions the comfort”
“Throat noises”
“Expiration with a whistle on the tongue”
“With the lips”

Note. Most of the descriptions fell into the categories “causal” and “semantic.”

here hedonic properties); and, more rarely, similarities in the vocal production
of the imitations (see Table 3 for an example of such descriptions). For some
participants, the description of a given class mentioned several kinds of similarity
(e.g., “Continuous sounds, with a kind of vibration, with the lips, the throat, there
is something spinning, noises of machines”).
Individual differences and potential outliers. These descriptions might
therefore indicate different strategies across the participants. In particular, the
descriptions of 1 participant appeared rather incoherent. Appendix A reports the
method that we used to identify individual differences and outliers. As a result,
we eliminated 1 participant from the analyses.
Confusion matrix. A first overview of the participants’ classification is
provided by the confusion matrix represented in Figure 3. In this figure, each
cell of the matrix corresponds to a pair of sounds, and its color represents
the number of participants who placed these two sounds in the same group. If
the six imitations of each referent sound were systematically and exclusively
grouped together (i.e., with no other sounds than imitations of the same referent
sound), only the 6 ! 6 submatrices along the main diagonal would be dark. If the
imitations were only grouped together with imitations of referent sounds from
the same category, only the 18 ! 18 submatrices along the main diagonal would
have been dark. Instead, the pattern of the confusion matrix highlights different
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FIGURE 3 Confusion matrix: the color of each cell represents the number of participants
who placed the two sounds in the same group.

phenomena for the four initial categories of referent sounds. The imitations of
each of the three sounds of gases were rather consistently grouped together or
with imitations of other gases. A few errors resulted from the improper grouping
with imitations of liquids. The imitations of the sounds of electrical appliances
and of the solids were not as systematically grouped together. Rather, all the
classifications resulted from grouping the imitations with imitations from the
same categories but not necessarily with an imitation of the same sound. A
few misclassifications with imitations of liquids also occurred. Finally, with the
exception of the imitations of the sound L2, the imitations of liquids were all
misclassified.
Analysis of the classification. These initial insights were confirmed by
submitting the data to a hierarchical clustering analysis and representing the
similarities between the sounds (two sounds are similar when they have been
grouped together by a large number of participants) in a dendrogram.
To identify significant clusters in a dendrogram, the dendrogram is usually cut
at a given fusion level. As an alternative clustering method, we used a threshold
of inconsistency. The advantage of using the inconsistency coefficient is that
it emphasizes compact subclasses that would not be revealed using the fusion
level (see Appendix B for a description).
The dendrogram of vocal imitations is represented in Figure 4 (using an
unweighted average linkage method). The coefficient of cophenetic correlation
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FIGURE 4 Dendrogram of the vocal imitations. The first letter of the index of each
imitation describes the imitator (M stands for man and W for woman), whereas the second
letter describes the category of imitated sound (L is for liquid, S for solid, M for machine,
and G for gases); see Table 1.

is 0.95, indicating that the dendrogram fairly represents the proximity data.
The indexes on the x-axis correspond to the vocal imitations (the first letter
corresponding to the speaker, the second to the imitated sound). The branches
in the gray rectangles correspond to the different clusters highlighted by setting
the threshold of inconsistency to 1.45. The threshold was set by decreasing
the inconsistency, and so increasing the number of clusters, until having a
set of clusters of imitations interpretable in terms of categories of referent
sounds. The rectangles are indexed by script letters. When a cluster includes
only imitations of a same referent sound, the index of clusters also receives the
number corresponding to the referent sound.
Exploring the clusters of vocal imitations highlights the principles that ruled
the categorization of the vocal imitations as well as the characteristics of the
imitations potentially responsible for the clustering. Considering the dendrogram
from the highest fusion level, the first division (A) distinguished the imitations of
gases from all the other sounds. The former imitations were clearly distinct from
the others because of their breathy (unvoiced) character. The latter imitations
were further divided into two clusters (Division B): on the left hand side, a
cluster that includes a subcluster (Division C) mostly consisting of electrical
sounds (characterized by the presence of a continuous steady pitch) and a
hybrid subcluster that mostly includes imitations of liquid sounds (sound with a
rhythmic pitch). On the right-hand side a cluster was further subdivided (Division
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D) into a subcluster of imitations of solid sounds and a hybrid cluster of liquid
and solid sounds. These imitations all had a repetitive pattern in common. Thus,
the division of the dendogram results in four distinct and coherent clusters: the
imitations of gases, electrical sounds, of some liquid sounds, and sounds of solid
objects. The other imitations of liquids are rejected in a hybrid cluster or mixed
either with imitations of solids or imitations of electrical sounds.
At the finest level of the hierarchy highlighted by the threshold of inconsistency, eight clusters are both mathematically consistent and consistently related
to the referent sounds. These eight clusters6 correspond to the four main categories of referent sounds:
" G: imitations of gases
(1) G1 made of the 6 imitations of the sound G1 ;
(2) G2 made of 5 of the 6 imitations of the sound G2 ;
(3) G3 made of 5 of the 6 imitations of the sound G3 ;
" E: imitations of electrical sounds
(4) E made of 12 of the 18 imitations of the sounds E1 (4 imitations), E2
(2 imitations), and E3 (6 imitations);
" L: imitations of sounds of liquids
(5) L0 made of 6 of the 12 imitations of the sounds L1 (4 imitations) and
L3 (2 imitations);
(6) L2 made of 6 of the 6 imitations of the sound L2 ;
" S: imitations of sounds of solid objects
(7) S 00 made of 8 of the 18 imitations of sounds S1 (2 imitations), S2
(3 imitations), and S3 (3 imitations);
(8) S 0 made of 5 of the 12 imitations of sounds S1 (3 imitations) and S2
(2 imitations).
One cluster (X ) is mathematically consistent but includes imitations of different
sounds.
For most of the referent sounds, the majority of imitations were categorized
in easily interpretable clusters (i.e., clusters including only imitations of the
same referent sound or grouping imitations of sounds from the same original
category). The clusters S 0 and S 00 mix imitations of the three referent solid
sounds. Two sounds lead to imitations inappropriately clustered: the sound E2
(food processor) led to imitations either clustered with the imitations of the
sounds E1/E3, L1/L2/L3, or were not clustered. The sound L3 (water running
6 When a cluster only incorporates imitations of the same referent sounds (e.g., G ), this cluster
1
receives the same name as the referent sounds (e.g., G1 ). When a cluster incorporates imitations of
referent sounds belonging to a similar category (e.g., liquids), the cluster receives the initial of this
category (e.g., L0 ).
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in a sink) led to many imitations that were not consistently clustered. If it is
likely that these sounds were probably more difficult to vocalize, it is also worth
noticing that the sound E2 was not as recognizable as the other sounds (see the
confidence values in Table 1). In this particular case, a further assumption might
be that the participants could not decide upon which feature to emphasize when
imitating because they were not able to recognize the original sound.
Overall, 58 imitations (out of the 72) fall in the four clusters G, E, L, and
S made by grouping together the eight mathematically consistent clusters of
imitations and corresponding to the categories of referent sounds. Among these
58 imitations, only 3 are clustered in a cluster that does not correspond to the
category of referent sounds. Therefore, if we consider the categories of referent
sounds an appropriate level of accuracy, 55 of the vocal imitations (76.4%) were
consistently classified. This indicates that, for a large majority of the imitations,
listeners were able to access the category of the referent sound.
Looking at the dendrogram from the top, its superstructure also presents a
number of important differences from that in Figure 1. Whereas for the referent
sounds the first division of the dendrogram separated the sounds of solids from
all the other ones, the first division in Figure 1 distinguishes the imitations of
gases. As indicated earlier, these imitations had a clear distinct breathy character
that was not shared by any other sounds. Most of the imitations of liquids were
inconstantly categorized.
Discussion
The results of the experimental categorization of the imitations has shown that
the listeners were able to categorize the imitations in clusters that were consistent
with the categories of referent sounds, with the exception of the imitations of the
liquids. These categories grouped together sounds caused by similar mechanical
events. Therefore, this indicates that the participants were able to recover the
categories of referent sound events for most of the imitations. They could just
as well have not recovered anything from the referent sounds, or, despite the
instructions, chosen to make categories on the basis of only local similarities
between the vocal sounds, not relevant to the referent sound events, if such an
organization had been an easier principle to categorize the sounds.
However, this classification was not perfect. Except for the gases, the accuracy
of identification was limited to the categories of referent sounds and not to the
referent sounds themselves: the clusters included the imitations of the different
referent sounds form the same category. Furthermore, the results suggest a mix
of different strategies of classification as is also the case in the categorization of
kitchen sounds reported by Lemaitre et al. (2010) and Houix et al. (in press).
In particular, the imitations of liquids were inappropriately categorized. In
the dendrogram of the referent sounds, the liquids were clearly distinct from
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the other categories. However, whereas the imitations of the sound L2 form a
rather stable cluster (though associated with the clusters of imitations of solids),
the imitations of the sounds L1 and L3 were aggregated with the imitations
of electrical appliances without creating any stable cluster. The sounds L1 and
L3 were long continuous steady sounds (and so were their imitations), and this
characteristic might have made them close to the imitations of electrical sounds,
which display a continuous steady hum. The sound L2 was made by a series of
water drips. The imitations of this sound presented a rhythmic pattern that might
have made them close to the sounds of cutting food (i.e., the solids). However,
despite these patterns, the referent sounds of solids and liquids were categorized
in distinct categories. This suggests that the listeners who categorized the referent
sounds were able to use some other cues that were not present in the imitations.
Sounds of liquids are in general characterized by the presence of bubbles.
These bubbles result in rapid frequency sweeps (chirps), occurring on top of
noisier and louder components. One possible interpretation is that the imitators
were unable to vocally render both the noisier components and these rapid
sweeps, probably because of the physiology of the vocal apparatus. The listeners
were therefore not able to pick up the “liquid” identity of these sounds and
instead grouped them with imitations presenting some other irrelevant superficial
similarity conveyed by the time course of the sounds. It is interesting to note
that the imitations of the sound L2 (three drips) were all grouped together and
that several participants used vowel glides that somehow rendered the drips
(e.g., [ui] or [wi]).
Examining the structure of the resulting dendrogram in fact suggested that the
clusters of imitations of a same category of events overlapped with a set of simple
apparent characteristics of the imitations: noisy versus periodic, continuous
versus rhythmic, and so on. To verify if such acoustic characteristics could be the
basis for the categorization of the imitations, we report in the next section how
we trained an automatic classifier to categorize the imitations in a way similar
to what the listeners did. However, even if the experimental categorization may
be predicted on the basis of a few acoustic features, this does necessarily mean
that these features can be considered as characterizing the different categories of
sound events, generally. It could also be possible that the participants used an ad
hoc strategy in our experiment and only picked up the features that were the most
efficient to form a few of contrasting classes in this particular set of sounds.
In fact, some authors have suggested that listeners can use any configuration
of information that is potentially useful to achieve a particular task (rather than
using predetermined features for predetermined tasks; see Handel, 1989). For
instance, Aldrich, Hellier, and Edworthy (2009) showed that participants used
different features to achieve different tasks and that the features they used were
even influenced by the particular set of sounds used in the experiment. Along the
same line, McAdams et al. (2010) showed that listeners presented with the same
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set of sounds reconfigured how much they weighed different acoustic features
depending the experimental task (similarity judgment or categorization task) and
that different participants would differently weigh the features for the same task.
Giordano, McDonnell, and McAdams (2010) showed that listeners required to
do a task in fact used a continuum of information rather than just picking up
only the most relevant features.
To explore the features of the imitations that the listeners used we trained an
automatic classifier to select the most relevant features to predict the classification of the imitations and applied it to the referent sounds.

PREDICTING THE CLASSIFICATION FROM THE
ACOUSTIC FEATURES
The results of the categorization task were first used to fit a model that predicts
the categories on the basis of some acoustic features of the imitations, thus
confirming the participants in the classification experiment grouped together
imitations that shared a few of acoustic features.

Acoustic Properties of the Clusters of Imitations
The description of the clusters of imitations suggested that they might be characterized by a few distinctive acoustic features. To uncover such features, the
data were submitted to a binary decision tree analysis. The goal of this analysis
was to recursively predict each division in the dendrogram of imitations by a
set of binary decision rules based on a few acoustic features. Although much
more sophisticated automatic classification techniques are available and would
probably perfectly show how to automatically classify our set of vocal imitations,
binary decision trees have the advantage of being very simple: each distinction
between two classes is predicted by the combination of independent binary rules
(e.g., the sounds belong to Cluster C if feature F1 < threshold1 and feature
F2 > threshold2 ). If not the most powerful, the results of a binary decision
are nevertheless easily interpretable and therefore more appropriate to uncover
the categorization principles. A binary decision tree is therefore a conveniently
simple model to fit the data if we assume that the distinctions between the most
consistent categories of imitations found in our data are clear-cut and depend
only on a few acoustic properties of the imitations.
We describe in the following paragraphs the result of the analysis for each
division of the dendrogram (the indices of the divisions make reference to
Figure 4). For each division, we have first considered the imitations that fell in
consistent clusters. These clusters of imitations were submitted to the algorithm
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that selects the acoustic features that best predict the division. We have then
shown the imitations that could not be consistently grouped together with any
of the clusters where located.
In many cases, several acoustic features can do the job of predicting a division
equally well. We have reported here only the features that were meaningful, that
is, features that could be interpreted in terms of how the sound event might
have structured the referent sounds. For instance, we did not report the “blind”
statistics of the signal (Mel-frequency spectral coefficients, etc.) even though
they could also predict the classification. In fact we were not interested in the
computational power of the automatic classifier but in what it might reveal about
the information that the imitators tried to convey to the listeners.
The acoustic features were computed with the IrcamDescriptor toolbox
(Peeters, 2004), and the Yin algorithm to compute the fundamental frequency
and the aperiodicity of the signal (de Cheveigné & Kawahara, 2001). For this last
algorithm, we set the threshold of aperiodicity that allows the computation of a
pitch to 0.5 (the usual value is 0.1) because many of our signals included noisy
whistles, the pitch of which would have otherwise been missed. To ensure that
the resulting fundamental frequencies were actually measuring the frequency of
some periodic part of the signal, we manually inspected each sound with Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2009). These algorithms compute a value of each acoustic
feature for a number of time frames along the duration of each sound. We
have used here only the statistics summarizing these features (average, standard
deviation, extrema, etc.).
Division A: Imitations of gases versus all the other ones. Division A
separates the imitations of gases from all the other imitations: G1 , G2 , G3 , X
vs. E, L2 , S, S 0 . We considered all the 72 sounds here. Two features allowed
one to discriminate between these two classes (see the upper panel of Figure 5):
the average fundamental frequency and the modulation amplitude of the energy
envelope. The fundamental frequency is an acoustic feature that correlates with
the sensation of pitch (Marozeau, de Cheveigné, McAdams, & Winsberg, 2003).
The value considered here was averaged over all the periodic parts of the signal.
The modulation amplitude measures how steady the energy envelope of a sound
is. For instance, all the sounds that displayed the repetition of an element
separated by periods of silence had a high modulation amplitude. The figure
shows that the imitations of gases were separated from all the other sounds
because they were steady signals presenting a high fundamental frequency (a
hiss). Seventy-one of the 72 imitations were correctly classified (98.6%). The
only misclassified sound (M1 L3 ) was an imitation that had two different parts:
a first part made of a low hum, followed by a breathy hiss. Because we were
only using values averaged over the duration of the signals, we were not able
to handle such sounds.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 5 Clustering of the vocal imitations by the binary decision tree analysis. The
upper panel corresponds to Division A in the dendrogram of imitations, separating the
imitations of gases from all the other imitations. The middle panel represents Division B and
the lowest panel Division C. In these three panels, the filled symbols correspond to imitations
that were consistently clustered, the empty symbols to imitations that could not be grouped
together with any stable cluster.
(continued)
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(c)
FIGURE 5

(Continued).

Division B: Electrical appliances versus solids. Division B separates
the imitations of electrical appliances (and some liquids) from the imitations
of solids (and some other liquids). Fifty sounds were considered here. Two
features allowed one to predict this division: the modulation amplitude (already
mentioned) and the effective duration of the sounds (see the middle panel of
Figure 5). Accordingly, the clusters L2 , S 0 , and S 00 were separated from the
clusters E and L because their energy envelope was modulated (remember that
the solids were sounds of food being cut whereas the electrical appliances were
steady sounds of motor) and because the sounds of electrical appliances had a
longer duration (note that the latter feature is only useful for three sounds). Fortynine of the 50 imitations were correctly classified (98%). The only sound that was
misclassified was an imitation of a solid (M3 S1 ) that was in fact misclassified
in the dendrogram of imitations (it did not belong to any stable cluster).
Division C: Electrical appliances versus liquids. Division C separates the
imitations of electrical appliances from the imitations of liquids. If we consider
only the 20 imitations that fell in one of the stable clusters, they could be
perfectly (100%) predicted from two acoustic features: the zero-crossing rate,
reflecting the repetition rate of the signals, and the standard deviation of the
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fundamental frequency (see the lower panel of Figure 5). Accordingly, the imitations of liquids had a lower zero-crossing rate and a higher standard deviation
of the fundamental frequency. This latter property is interesting because it might
be related to the short-term pitch glides characteristic of bubbles (Rocchesso &
Fontana, 2003). Plotting the locations of the 9 inconsistently clustered imitations
drew a coherent picture: the imitations of liquids fell with the liquids and the
electrical appliances with the electrical appliances.
Division D/E: Liquids and solids. Divisions D and E separate the three
categories L2 , S 0 , and S 00 . We first ran the decision tree on the 19 imitations that
were consistently clustered. In this case the imitations in the three clusters L2 ,
S 0 , and S 00 were perfectly discriminated (100%) with two features (see the upper
panel of Figure 6). The standard deviation of the spectral centroid distinguished
L2 from S 0 and S 00 . These features captured the variations of timbre across time
occurring for the imitations L2 and S 00 (whereas imitations in S 0 had a steadier
timbre). Then the zero-crossing rate, reflecting the repetition rate of the signals,
discriminated between the imitations with a low pitch in L2 and the sounds with
a higher pitch in S. It must therefore be noted that these three categories were
discriminated on the basis of features that were more difficult to associate with
how the event creating the sounds would have structured the sounds. Drawing
the 4 imitations that were not consistently clustered showed that three of these
sounds were close to the cluster L2 .
Division F/G: Gases G1, G2, and G3. The divisions F and G separate
the imitations of the three gases G1 , G2 , and G3 C X (one cluster X is at this
level associated with G3 ). Two features allowed for the perfect discrimination
(100%) of the 20 imitations consistently clustered in these categories (see the
middle panel of Figure 6): the effective duration of the imitations, separating
the shortest imitations in G1 from the other ones, and the standard deviation of
the fundamental frequency, separating the imitations with a steady whistle in G2
from the other ones. One of the two sounds that were not well aggregated fell
logically with the neighbor clusters G2 and X .
Division H. Division H separates the cluster of imitations G3 from the
composite cluster X . The separation can be predicted from two features (see
the lower panel of Figure 6): the standard deviation of the aperiodicity and the
range of the fundamental frequency. One sound was misclassified over the nine
considered here (88.9%). However, it must be noted that the division is very low
in the dendrogram, which indicates that, overall, these sounds were considered
similar.
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(a)

(b)
FIGURE 6 Clustering of the vocal imitations by the binary decision tree analysis. The
upper panel corresponds to Divisions D and E, the middle panel represents Divisions F and
G, and the lowest panel Division H. In these three panels, the filled symbols correspond to
imitations that were consistently clustered and the empty symbols to imitations that could
not be grouped together with any stable cluster.
(continued)
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tb]
(c)
FIGURE 6

(Continued).

Applying the Imitation Features to the Original Sounds
Because the imitations corresponding to a same referent sound were grouped
together and were characterized by few common features, it is now tempting
to observe if these features could be used to classify the referent sounds. To
conduct such a test, we computed the same acoustic features for the referent
sounds and observed the location of the sounds in the feature space. However,
only the first level of the categorization could be tested (gases vs. solids and
liquids vs. electrical appliances): at finer level, either the categories of imitations
corresponded to a single referent sound (and thus, the categorization is trivial),
or the categories of imitations mixed different referent sounds. The upper panel
of Figure 7 represents the referent sounds in the modulation amplitude/minimum
aperiodicity space.
Ten of the 12 sounds were correctly classified simply by the combination of
two features: the modulation amplitude and the average fundamental frequency
(adding more features would have been erring on the side of overfitting). This
figure presents a number of similarities with the upper panels of Figure 5, though
the exact locations of the boundaries between the classes are different. Here, the
electrical appliances were defined by their low fundamental frequency and the
absence of modulation. Gases were characterized by their high fundamental
frequency and the absence of modulation. Solids and liquids were characterized
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FIGURE 7 Upper panel: clustering of the referent sounds based on the features found for
the vocal imitations. Lower panel: the sounds in the same categories of the original sounds
have been added (empty symbols).
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by their modulation. The sounds L2 and L3 were misclassified but so were their
imitations. There is therefore no reason to expect them to be correctly classified.
Because of the few sounds used here, these results should be interpreted
cautiously. To assess the generality of the results, we also drew the position of
the other sounds in the clusters where the referent sounds originated (Figure 1).
Only 4 of these 11 sounds were correctly classified (see the lower panel of
Figure 7).
Discussion
The binary decision tree analysis showed that the consistent clusters of imitations
resulting from the experimental classification could be predicted from a few
binary rules based on a few meaningful acoustic features. These clusters were
therefore coherent both in terms of the category of the referent sound events and
in terms of their acoustic properties. The imitations that imitate the same category
of sound events were acoustically similar. It is also interesting to note that most
of the imitations that could not be clustered with other imitations could in fact
be grouped together with a coherent cluster if one considers only the features
of our analysis. The fact that the listeners did not group them together with
other sounds suggests that they might also have some idiosyncratic properties
that distinguish them from the other sounds.
In most cases,7 the similarity of the vocal production overlapped with the
perception of the event causing the referent sound. But the acoustic analysis of
some clusters (in particular the imitations of sounds of solids) also highlighted
clusters that group together sounds sharing common acoustic properties but
mixing different events.
Finally, the success of the features found for the imitations to predict the
categorization of the corresponding referent sounds indicates that studying the
classification of the vocal imitations may have the potential to understand the
features that characterize a given category of sound events. However, the lack of
generalization to sounds other than the precise referent sounds also suggests that
the transposition of the vocal features to any sound might be not straightforward.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The study reported in this article was motivated by the following observation:
A speaker very often makes use of vocal imitations to describe what he or she
has in mind when he or she wants to communicate a sound to someone else.
We then asked two questions: Do the vocal imitations of sounds allow a listener
7 And

one might assume that these are the cases of efficient imitations.
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to recover the imitated sound? If yes, could we study vocal imitations to assess
what acoustic features are necessary for sound event identification?
We reported an experiment examining these questions. We studied the meaning conveyed by a set of nonconventional vocal imitations of everyday sounds
specifically created by a number of imitators and selected for the purpose of
this study. The imitators vocalized a set of sounds identifiable at two levels
of specificity: the specific source or the type of sound production. Another
set of participants (listeners) were required to sort these vocal imitations on
the basis of what they thought was imitated. The results showed that the categories of imitations created by the listeners in general corresponded to the
referent sound. Some imitations of the same specific source were clustered
together. Many others fell into clusters corresponding to the type of sound
production. In fact, the referent sounds had been chosen precisely because they
belonged to contrasting categories of different sounding events. Therefore, these
results suggest that the vocal imitations conveyed enough information for the
listener to recover at least the type of sound production to which the referent
sound belonged and even in some cases the exact specific source. However,
not all the sound events were correctly recovered: in particular, the imitations
of liquids were incorrectly classified. Instead, they were either clustered with
other irrelevant imitations or not consistently clustered. The analysis of these
imitations suggested that the imitators were unable to successfully render the
“liquid character” of these sounds with their voice (in particular the short
chirps that are suspected to be characteristic of liquids). The first possible
explanation might be that the imitators did not recognize the referent sound
events and therefore tried to vocally convey the wrong type of information.
This seems unlikely because these referent sound events were precisely selected
on the basis of their easy identifiability. Another explanation might be that
the acoustic features characteristic of liquids were difficult to render with the
human vocal apparatus. Listening to the imitations of liquid sounds suggests
that the imitators had instead emphasized some coarser features (in particular
the temporal structure) that made the listeners confound them with other sounds
presenting similar patterns. This failure of communicating the liquid identity
therefore appears to have resulted at least in part from a physiological constraint:
the impossibility to render at the same time a turbulent noisy component and
tonal glides.
The most striking result of this study was that the resulting clusters of
imitations appeared to be characterized by a few simple acoustic features. This
intuition was confirmed by submitting the data to a very simple type of machine
learning technique: a binary decision tree analysis. This analysis showed that the
clustering of the imitations could be predicted from binary decisions based on a
few of acoustic features. So it appears that the listeners have only used a limited
number of simple acoustic features to cluster the imitations. These features
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did not imply any complex characteristic but apparent simple characteristics:
continuous versus rhythmic sounds, tonal versus noisy, short versus long, and
so on. These coarse features were sufficient for the listeners to recover the
types of sound production. That these clusters corresponded to the categories
of referent sound events implies that the imitators have probably chosen to
vocally emphasize a few characteristics of the sounds that they believed would
be sufficient for recognition of these categories within the limits of what is
vocally possible.
The question is then to know whether the imitators chose to emphasize
these features because they were characteristic of the different categories of
sound events in general or because they were the most distinctive features
that distinguished this particular set of sounds. The former explanation would
imply that different psychologically relevant categories of sound events can
be defined, in general, by a few invariant acoustic features. In fact, when
we tried to use the features responsible for the clustering of imitations to
predict the categorization of the referent sounds, we were fairly successful if
we limited ourselves to the precise sounds that had been imitated. However,
we failed to successfully predict the categorization of other sounds (sounds
that had not been imitated) from the same categories. This suggests that, even
if the vocal imitations successfully conveyed the features that enabled the listeners to successfully distinguish the imitations of the different sound events,
these features were probably not sufficient to characterize these categories in
general.
On the basis of these observations, we can now propose an interpretation of
the imitators’ strategy. Required to vocally imitate a set of sounds that clearly
fell into four categories of sound events, they picked up a few features: those
that they could easily render vocally and that they thought could maximally
distinguish these categories. But these features were only distinctive of this
particular set of sounds: the imitators selected information on the basis of
the task and the set of sounds. For instance, they used the duration of the
sounds to distinguish some of the categories. If this was a clever choice for
our particular set of sounds, the duration of the sounds cannot be thought
of as characteristic of certain categories of sound events in general. Such an
“opportunistic” behavior can also be observed in free categorization experiments:
presented with a number of sounds, listeners tend to pick up the acoustic
information that would allow them to form neither too many nor too few
categories (an effect that is not unlike what Parducci & Wedell [1986] have
reported for category scales. Notice that McAdams et al. [2010] also reported that
listeners could pick up different kinds of information from a same set of sounds,
depending on the task). This also suggests that listeners do not have definitively
fixed low-dimensional representations of sounds: they can use different aspects
of the sounds to adapt their behavior to the task.
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The main purpose of this report was to explore whether studying vocal imitations of sounds could help us understand the auditory features necessary for the
identification of different sound events. The answer is mixed. In the simple case
that we have reported here, studying the vocal imitations showed the features
of the sounds that the imitators chose to convey to the listeners. But because
these features were probably useful only locally, for our particular set of sounds,
we did not really learn anything about what characterizes these sound events in
general. But these results nevertheless show that the process of vocally imitating
sounds consists of picking up certain characteristics of the sounds and vocally
conveying these features to the listeners, probably in an emphasized fashion. As
such, studying vocal imitations would help us understand what imitators think is
important for recognition, within the limits of what is vocally possible. More sophisticated designs are now necessary to investigate the questions more thoroughly.
A potential limitation of this work is that we have applied the features found
for the vocal imitations to the referent sounds without any adaptation. We did
not take into account the important differences between vocal and nonvocal
sounds. It is in fact very likely that imitators did not try to exactly mimic
the characteristics of the sounds, mainly because not every acoustic feature is
reproducible by the human vocal apparatus. Some kind of transcription probably
occurred: for instance, imitators did not try to exactly reproduce the sounds of
the motors of the kitchen appliances; rather they used voiced and unvoiced
vocal sounds to signify the presence or absence of a motor. Further work is now
needed to understand how imitators use different places of articulation to render
different kinds of mechanical sound events.
Another interesting perspective will be to study vocal imitations during conversations. For instance, future studies could ask the following: In which cases do
speakers use vocal imitations and onomatopoeias? How is the use of imitations
related to the identifiability of the sound source? To the availability of a relevant vocabulary? To the physiological constraints of the human voice? Another
relevant question is that of the effectiveness of vocal imitations to communicate
a sound in the more ecological context of a conversation: for sounds that are
difficult to describe with words, how effective can speakers be, when they are
allowed or forbidden to use vocal imitations?
Besides fundamental questions, a better understanding of these processes will
potentially lead to many practical applications in audio content analysis or in
sound synthesis: search-by-similarity, query-by-example, automatic classification, and so on. More specifically, studying sound event identification and vocal
imitations is expected to inform the development of cartoonification (Rocchesso
et al., 2003). The advantages of such a technique are that it renders the information clearer, and more effective, while reducing the computational costs. Using
vocal imitation to control sound synthesis is another promising approach (Ekman
& Rinott, 2010). The development of all these applications will, particularly,
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require us to precisely understand how speakers use different vocal sounds and
manners of articulation to communicate specific sound events (the production of
vocal imitations) and how listeners “decode” the vocal productions to recover
the referent sound events and sources (the perception and cognition of these
imitations).
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Identifying Potential Outliers in the Classification Experiment
To highlight potential differences between the participants’ answers, we used a
method inspired by Abdi, Valentine, Chollet, and Chrea (2007). It consists of
computing a measure of pairwise similarity between the individual classifications
and adding some randomly generated artificial classifications in order to detect
potential outliers. For each participant p, the results of the classification were
encoded in an n ! n matrix Dp , called a distance matrix, such that
(
0 if sounds i and j were grouped together
dij D
1 other.
A measure of pairwise similarity. The RV coefficient (Escoufier, 1973)
is a measure of similarity between two symmetric matrices X and Y and can be
used as a measure of pairwise similarity between individual classifications:
trace.XYT /
RV .X; Y/ D p
trace.XXT /trace.YYT /

Following Abdi et al. (2007), the RV coefficient is computed between the individual normalized (with respect to the spectral radius) cross-product matrices.
The cross-product matrix SQ p for participant p is given by
1
SQ p D # CDp CT
2
where Dp is the distance matrix of participant p. The n ! n matrix C is called
a centering matrix and is given by
C D I # 1 $ mT
where I is the n ! n identity matrix, 1 is a column vector of length n filled with
ones, and m a column vector of length n called mass vector and composed of
positive numbers whose sum is equal to 1. Here, all observations are of equal
importance so we set each element of m equal to 1=n. The centering operation
can thus be interpreted as removing the grand mean effect as well as the row
and column effects of the squared 8 distance matrix Dp :
8 Here the coefficients of D are either 0 or 1 so squaring the distances does not change
p
anything, but the centering matrix is also used in multidimensional scaling where the distances
are not necessarily binary.
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1
sQij D # .dij # d i C # d j C C d CC /
2
where d i C and d j C are the mean of the squared distances for the i -th and j -th
rows, and d CC is the grand mean of Dp .
Differences between participants. The coefficients ŒRV !ij D RV .Si ; Sj /
can be interpreted as similarities between 2 participants’ classifications. They
range from 0 (dissimilar classifications) to 1 (similar classifications). Figure A1
shows these coefficients for the 20 participants.
We can see that Participant 13, who was suspected to be an outlier, is not
similar to any of the other participants. Participant 5 also does not seem similar
to the other participants. To assess the amount of dissimilarity between potential
outliers and other participants, we added randomly generated classifications
in the same proportion as the number of participants and submitted the RV
coefficients to a principal component analysis (PCA). The generation of each

FIGURE A1 Representation of the RV coefficients representing the similarities between
the participants.
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random classification followed the following procedure:
1. We selected the maximum number Nmax of classes made by drawing
uniformly a number between 2 and 10,
2. We assigned each sound i to a class Ci by drawing uniformly the class
number between 1 and Nmax, and
3. We computed the corresponding co-occurrence matrix to represent the
classification.
The results of the PCA with real and random participants are represented in
Figure A2 using the two principal components. In this two-dimensional map,
the signs of the coordinates are globally arbitrary for a given axis, meaning
that they can all be reversed simultaneously because they only depend on the
choice of the corresponding unit eigenvector in the PCA, which can be chosen
uniquely up to the sign. On the first principal component, all coordinates have

FIGURE A2 Representation of the distances between the participants’ classification (RV )
on the two principal components of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with the real
participants (P) and random participants (R).
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the same sign, chosen positive by convention, as a result of Perron-Frobenius
theorem. Interestingly, the RV coefficient between participants i and j can be
approximated by ŒRV!ij % xi xj C yi yj where xk and yk are the coordinates of
participant k, respectively, on the x- and y-axis. The map thus helps to quantify
the amount of dissimilarity between potential outliers and other participants. For
example, Participant 13 is almost as dissimilar to the other participants as to the
random ones and was thus considered an outlier whereas Participant 5 was not.
Besides detecting outliers, we also tried to highlight different strategies across
the participants. To this aim, we represented the similarities between the participants in a three-dimensional metric Euclidean space by applying a multidimensional scaling analysis to the RV matrix. This did not allow us to distinguish
any systematic difference between the participants. As a result only Participant
13 was excluded from following analyses.

APPENDIX B
Hierarchical Clustering and Inconsistency
The averaged distance matrix D (averaged over all individual matrices Dp ) was
submitted to a hierarchical clustering analysis, which represents the average
classifications in a dendrogram. In such a representation, the average distance
between two items (here two sounds) is represented by the fusion level linking
the two items.
To identify significant clusters in a dendrogram, the dendrogram is usually
cut at a given fusion level. As an alternative clustering method, we used a
threshold of inconsistency. The advantage of the inconsistency coefficient is to
emphasize compact subclasses that would not be revealed using the fusion level.
The inconsistency coefficient characterizes a given node by comparing its fusion
level with the respective fusion levels of its nonterminal subnodes:
inconsistency D

fusion level # "d
;
#d

where "d and #d are, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of
the fusion levels of the d highest nonleaf subnodes. The depth d specifies the
maximum number of subnodes to include in the calculation. The maximum
number is used if there are enough subnodes, and in this case, the highest
subnodes are included. Otherwise, all subnodes are included. The inconsistency
coefficient is positive, having a value set to 0 for leaf nodes. Setting a threshold
of inconsistency allows one to highlight compact clusters and to lay aside sounds
that do not form any mathematically compact cluster. A cluster is considered
compact when no subcluster can be identified. Figure B1 illustrates a typical
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FIGURE B1 In this virtual example, setting a threshold of inconsistency (1.5) allows one
to highlight the compact clusters of blue and yellow items. Distinguishing these two clusters
from the other items would not have been possible by cutting the dendrogram at a given
fusion level. The figures on the dendrogram represent the inconsistency of each node.

example where setting a threshold of inconsistency (1.5) allows one to highlight
two compact clusters and to distinguish them from adjacent items that do not
display any specific clustering pattern. In this particular example, setting a
threshold of fusion level would not have allowed one to isolate these clusters
from the other items.

